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Seeing that charlie took out a thick document, Andre hurriedly took it, and then looked over 

it carefully. 

After reading a few pages, a surprised smile appeared on the corner of his mouth, and then 

seeing charlie’s expression changed to a flattering look, he said with a smile: “Mr. wade is 

really not ordinary, the business has come to Vancouver. , this boat cost 20 million US 

dollars second-hand, it’s not cheap!” 

charlie said lightly: “It’s only 15,000 tons, it’s nothing.” 

After that, charlie asked impatiently: “Stop talking nonsense, how much can this ship be 

worth, you can give me the number.” 

Andre’s mind moved at this time. 

His group, often by sea, transports some contraband into and out of Canada. 

However, due to their lack of financial resources, they did not have their own freighter, and 

they had to borrow other people’s freighters to transport the goods. 

Since they are doing some prohibited business, every time they use someone else’s boat, 

the cost is very high, even accounting for more than 30% of the whole. 

Andre also dreamed of owning a freighter of his own, but the price of tens of millions of 

dollars really put him in the dust. 
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Unexpectedly, charlie took the initiative to send one. 

If you don’t seize the opportunity and keep the freighter, you will be sorry for the good deal 

that God arranged for you. 

Thinking of this, his first thought was to let charlie lose a little more. The more losses, the 

better. It is best to give up and redeem the ship from his own hands if he loses. Is it white? 
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After making up his mind, he said to charlie, “Mr. wade, since your ship was just traded for 

20 million US dollars, then I can give you at least 15 million Canadian dollars as a mortgage, 

see how much you need?” 

charlie said lightly: “You take these materials first, and then let someone prepare two million 

chips for me. If I lose all, I will ask you to borrow them. If I win back and pay back the chips 

that I owe you, you will pay for it. Give me the information.” 

Andre nodded and said: “No problem, but Mr. wade, I want to make it clear to you in 

advance that borrowing money from me is not free, the starting interest is 10%, and then 

1% every day, you lend me two One million, even if you borrow it with the front foot and 

pay it back to me with the back foot, you will also give me 200,000 interest, which is 2.2 

million, and from the next day, the interest will be 22,000 per day.” 

charlie said nonchalantly, “Okay, I see, quickly bring me the chips.” 

Andre looked at Guo Lei and said with a smile, “Guo, go get Mr. wade a bargaining chip!” 

Guo Lei was also very excited. charlie had already lost 2 million tonight. If the ship 

mortgaged 15 million and lost all, it would be 17 million. One stroke! 

So, he quickly and diligently prepared chips, hoping that charlie would lose faster. 

And charlie really didn’t disappoint him. 

This time, charlie’s performance at the gambling table seemed to be obviously impatient. 

The amount of his bet is much larger than before, and sometimes he can hit two or three 

hundred thousand with a single card. 

Therefore, he had already lost all of the 2 million chips in less than half an hour. 

Seeing charlie’s annoyed face, Andre couldn’t help but say with a smile: “Sir, it seems that 

your cards are not doing well today. I almost gave up on that card just now. Your trump 

card really isn’t as big as mine!” 

charlie gritted his teeth and said cursingly, “Damn, I still don’t believe in this evil!” 



After he finished speaking, he looked at Guo Lei and said coldly, “Give me another 2 

million!” 

Andre reminded: “Mr. wade, this is 4 million!” 

 


